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EXCEPTIONS TO
EXCEPTIONAL

Cellular AMI

Exceptions to the rule often create the most

difficult and costly problems for utilities.

Exceptions often develop when existing systems

are stretched beyond their original design

parameters. For Advanced Metering Infrastructure

(AMI) systems, an exception that is becoming

increasingly common is when existing

communication backhauls cannot accommodate

new service territories, such as territory

expansion or new subdivisions in poor coverage

areas. The meters in these areas are stranded,

with usual solutions being costly

telecommunications expansion or manually read

routes. Most AMI systems also have a small set of

troublesome meter areas that prevent

consistently achieving full coverage. In addition,

new use cases, such as the strategic placement of

remote valve control can also be difficult for

legacy systems to accommodate. 

But what if the existing AMI can be augmented

inexpensively, and the meter reads, events, and

valve control seamlessly added into the normal

data flow of the utility? Those difficult holes in

the service territory could be filled, and from a

data processing standpoint there would be no

difference, just more complete data for better

overall utility performance and planning. Smart

Earth Technology (SET) has just such a solution

that can now be applied for these situations.
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The SET standards-based LTE AMI system is based on cellular networks and provides a complete hardware
and software solution that collects and transmits hourly meter data. The SET solution works with the water
utility's existing, installed base meters and generates a consumption file that is integrated with the
existing billing system. Leveraging the LTE industry standard for IOT devices, the connectivity required for
an AMI Endpoint to function is far less than the average cell phone requires. 

By overlaying this cellular based system on the existing AMI communication footprint or reaching entirely
new areas that are hard or impossible to communicate with, the SET solution augments and enhances
metering operations. The SET headend gathers data and controls the SET hardware. 

For the end result to be seamless from the data processing perspective, the meter data from the legacy
AMI and new SET system needs to be integrated, and the logical system to do this is the CIS or billing
system, as shown in Figure 1.

The SET solution brings together
streams of data just like multiple
streams of water can lead to a
single ocean. 

Figure 1. AMI to CIS Integration



Many CIS systems already support this capability by having a data field to indicate what premise or Meter
ID is associated with each AMI. The data synchronization and billing request process uses this data field to
know what system to route the read request to. Data from both systems is then combined into the same CIS
database for downstream processing or passage to other operating technology systems like Work
Management. 

For utilities that have a Meter Data Management System (MDMS), the process is similar as shown in Figure
2. Again, most MDMS systems have been designed to integrate with multiple AMI headends so
implementation consists of configuring correctly the MDMS as opposed to new functionality.

Figure 2. AMI to MDMS Integration

By implementing the SET system over or adjacent to legacy AMI, a cost-effective means of bringing
difficult to reach customers into the AMI fold, and adding selective new use cases like valve control, is
achieved without impacting downstream data processing and minimizing/eliminating any personnel
impacts or business processes.
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Lastly, many AMI systems are reaching end of life and utilities are interested in the
benefits of next generation systems that bring high bandwidth, extensibility, scalability,
and future smart water operating benefits. If the utility needs to replace legacy /routine
endpoint failures, the SET solution offers a path to gradually upgrade to the new
generation of cellular based systems and buy time if needed to evaluate other options
through more formal procurement efforts. 

SET takes a utilities' exceptions, integrates them into
the existing system - creating something exceptional. 
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